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**Abstract**—The *House on Mango Street* is a classical children's book written by a Chicana feminist, Sandra Cisneros. This paper tries to analyze symbolic images implied in the book from the perspective of feminism. It is found that Cisneros describes the tragedy of women in a male-dominated community through portraying house used to lock women, the clothesline and the window through which women contact the outside world. However, some women have awakened as the heroine Esperanza writes to find the inner space, refuses to receive the original lifestyle and decides to escape the Mango Street.

**Index Terms**—Feminism, symbolic images, The House on Mango Street.

I. INTRODUCTION

*The House on Mango Street* is a book written by a Chicana feminist writer Sandra Cisneros, which is composed of 44 short stories.

In *The House on Mango Street*, the author Sandra Cisneros employs many symbolic images to imply the double marginalized status of women and the hopes of the disadvantaged groups in this community. [1] There are various females live on Mango Street [2]. Through symbolic images, the readers can deeply feel the unfair treatment women suffer from. Besides, the awareness of gender equality and hopes for a better life is also implied.

II. SOCIAL STATUS: HOUSE

Latino female migrants are double marginalized in this society. Firstly, the Latino migrants live in a poor and unhealthy community and are marginalized by the mainstream of the society. Secondly, women suffer from unfair treatment by males. “Females have to suffer from both the social pressure and oppression from males” [3]. The double marginalized tragedy is implied in the symbol of “house”.

House is mentioned in a high frequency in this book. “Buildings are important for constructing social space” [4]. It is used to show the comparatively lower status of Latino migrants. At the beginning of the story, the little girl Esperanza tells us that the house on Mango Street is the residence of her family. They have moved for so many times that Esperanza fails to remember the exact times, but this house is different.

“The House on Mango Street is ours, and we don’t have to pay rent to anybody, or share the yard with the people down stairs, or be careful not to make too much noise, and there isn’t a landlord banging on the ceiling with a broom” [5].

Although this is the first house which belongs to them, Esperanza does not like it at all. As she claims, “it’s not the house we’d thought we’d get” [5]. The house “is small and red. The window is small. Both the wall and door are old” [5]. From Esperanza’s narration, we can feel that she is not satisfied with this house. Esperanza hates this house not only because it is shabby, but also for it is the representation of social status.

In the story *The house on Mango Street*, Esperanza recalls that a nun from her school once asks her “where do you live?”, she has to admit that she lives in that shabby apartment. Esperanza says “it made me feel like nothing” [5]. After that, Esperanza says “In knew then I had to have a house, a real house. One I could point to” [5]. Her dissatisfaction with the house on Mango Street represents that she is ashamed of the shabby house and low status of Latino migrants.

Through narrating her impression on house, Esperanza expresses that she wants to own a decent house which can provide her with personal space. In their imagination, there is a dream house. According to the description, this house has “running water”, “real stairs”, “a basement and at least three washrooms” [5]. Besides, the house is white with trees. It has a great yard and grass growing without a fence. The dreaming house is the symbolic image of the dream for higher social status of Latino migrants. However, it is only “the house Papa talked about when he held a lottery ticket and mama dreamed up in the stories she told us before we went to bed” [5]. It shows that they are still far away from their equality dream.

House mentioned in *The House on Mango Street* is not only used to imply the lower social status of Latino migrants, but also to show the tragedy of double marginalized Latino women. There are both racial and gender differences in this community.

On the Mango Street, all women are bound in the house by males. The house is almost the prison for women. As she describes, “the boys and the girls live in separate world. The boys in their universe and we in ours” [5]. There is a vivid description in the story *The Boys and Girls*, Esperanza says she would always be that “red balloon tied to an anchor” [5]. It is also the symbolic image for all women on Mango Street.

Esperanza’s great-grandmother is restricted in the house by her husband for the whole life. Esperanza tells us the story of her great-grand mother, “my great-grandfather threw a sack over her head and carried her off. Just that, as if she were a fancy chandelier. That’s the way he did it” [5].
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The status of women is so low that men can use such a barbaric way to get marriage. Even the little Esperanza realize the unfair treatment to women. In this story, it is said that females born in the Chinese year of horse, like her and her great-grandmother, are supposed to be bad luck, but she says “I think this is a Chinese lie because the Chinese, like the Mexicans, don’t like their women strong” [5].

In another story named Cathy Queen of Cats, there is a lady whose name is Edna, “She used to own a building big as a whale” [5]. Edna has a younger brother. Her mother tells her brother not to sell this house. However, her brother sells that house as soon as she closed her eyes. It also implies that women has few voice. Men enjoy the absolute rights in every field.

Besides, Louie’s girl cousin Marin is also restricted inside the house. In the story “Louie, His Cousin&His Other Cousin”, it is claimed that “She can’t come out gotta baby-sit with Louie’s sisters” [5]. However, she is eager to contact the outside world. As it is mentioned in this story, “she stands in the doorway a lot, all the time singing, clicking her fingers” [5].

To some extent, Marin is a special girl in this community. She wants to attract boys. She says the important thing is let the boys see her and she can see them either. Esperanza also tells us that when the boys accost her, “Marin just looks at them without even blinking and is no afraid” [5].

However, although Marin is different from other girls on Mango Street and has the desire and courage to pursue her own place in the outside world, “she can only stay out in front” [5]. She fails to get absolute freedom in this community.

In addition, Esperanza has a little sister called Nenny. In the story The Boys and Girls 2, “She can’t play with those Vargas kids or she will turn out just like them” [5]. It is implied that Nenny is not allowed to play with kids outside the house.

Little Sally suffers from the similar miserable life. “The boys at school think she is beautiful.” However, “Her father says to be this beautiful is trouble”, “then she can’t go out” [5]. Once, “Sally's father catches her talking to a boy and the next day she doesn't come to school. And the next” [5]. After that, Sally tells Esperanza her tragic experience, “he just went crazy, he just forget he was her father between the buckle and the belt” [5]. Sally loses the right to go to school and has to stay in the house.

The most typical one is Rafaela. She is always locked indoors by her husband “because her husband is afraid Rafaela will run away since she is too beautiful to look at” [5]. Being locked inside is her tragic fate.

House is a major symbolic images in the book. It is the symbol of social status. It implies not only the low status of Latino migrants, but also the miserable restricted lives of women in this community.

III. YEARN FOR OUTSIDE: WINDOW AND CLOTHESLINE

In The House on Mango Street, the male-dominated community, we can find the wife locked by her husband and the daughter beat by her father. They have to stay in houses and even suffer from cruelty. There exists two major symbolic images employed by women to contact the outside world.

In the story My Name, Esperanza tells us her great-grandmother. They have the same name. “In English my name means hope”. In Spanish, “it means sadness, it means waiting” [5]. The tragic life of her great-grandmother is corresponding to its Spanish meaning. Her great-grandmother used to be “a wild horse of a woman” until her great-grandfather “threw a sack over her head and carried her off, as if she was a fancy chandelier” [5]. Her great-grandmother never forgives him and spends the whole life to look out of the outside world through window. As Esperanza describes, “and the story goes she never forgave him. She looked out the window her whole life, the way so many women sit their sadness on an elbow” [5].

Window represents a kind of door leading to the outside world. Her great-grandmother yearns for freedom for a whole life, but only owns a window.

There is not only one character who has to contact the outside world only through a window or a clotheline. In the story Rafaela Who Drinks Coconut and Papaya Juice on Tuesdays, the young lady Rafaela “gets locked indoors” by her husband because she is too beautiful [5]. She looks forward to the outside life, so “Rafaela leans out the window” and “a long time passes and we forget she is up there watching” [5]. She can communicate with the outside world only on each Tuesday, because her husband plays dominoes on that day. So every Tuesday, she gets an opportunity to contact the outside world.

“She throws a crumpled dollar down and always asks for coconut or sometimes papaya juice, and we send it up to her in a paper shopping bag she lets down with clothesline” [5]. She is eager to experience the outside life, but never plans to resist male authority. Her life is doomed to end in tragedy.

As women are restricted indoors, they contact the outside world through window or clothesline. Things like window or clothesline are not only the symbols of their desire for the outside world, but also set off the miserable lies of women. Although they eager to get equal rights as males, they never revolt to the male-dominated society.

IV. AWARENESS: NAME, WRITING AND LEAVING

In The House on Mango Street, name is a symbolic image of life. In the story My Name, Esperanza tells us that she has the same name with her great-grandmother. Her great-grandmother is eager to freedom, but she is restricted inside the house for the whole life. Therefore, Esperanza says “I have inherited her name, but I don’t want to inherit her place by the window” [5]. It shows that Esperanza refuses the life-style like her great-grandmother. She would revolt for freedom and dignity.

Realizing that she should find another life-style, Esperanza writes to help herself find the inner space. As she says, “I put it down on paper and then the ghost does not ache so much. I write it down and Mango says goodbye sometimes. She does not hold me with both arms. She sets me free” [5]. Through writing, Esperanza can temporarily keep shackles away. She finds calmness and freedom through writing.
Esperanza wants to pursue a different life so she decides to leave Mango Street. “One day I will say goodbye to Mango. I am too strong for her to keep me here forever. One day I will go away” [5]. She does so because she concerns not only herself, but also her neighbors. Her purpose of leaving is illuminated in her narration. She hopes that “One day I’ll own my own house” and “I’ll offer them the attic, ask them to stay, because I know how it is to be without a house” [5]. It shows the little girl’s dream of giving helpless people a favor. When she prepares to leave, she says, “They will not know I have gone away to come back. For the ones I left behind. For the ones who cannot out” [5]. Her leaving gives readers a hope of a better society.

V. CONCLUSION

Symbolic image plays an important role in this book. Social status is implied in the description of houses. Women live on Mango Street yearn for freedom and dignity, but they are restricted indoors and can only contact the outside world through window and clothesline. The miserable lives of women are embodied through employing symbolic images. Besides, through employing the symbolic images of name, writing and leaving, awareness of Esperanza brings readers hopes for achieving gender equality.
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